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SECTION OF NOMENCLATURE.

Descriptive catalogue of leading varieties of Peach

J. C. HALE NURSERY CO.

J. C. HALE, Proprietor

WINCHESTER, TENNESSEE

Established in 1895 by

J. C. HALE

Wholesale Exclusively

I am a valuable little booklet, and you had better keep me.
Compliments of

J. C. HALE, Proprietor,
J. C. Hale Nursery Company.

The largest exclusive wholesale peach tree man in the country.

Guarantee of Genuineness.

We exercise the greatest care to keep our varieties PURE and TRUE to name, and we hold ourselves in readiness at all times to replace, on proper proof, all stock that may prove otherwise. But it is mutually agreed between the purchaser and ourselves that we shall not at any time be liable for any amount greater than the original price of the goods.
ANNOUNCEMENT

To the Trade:

We have been engaged for many years in the Nursery Business, and during this time we have found a growing demand for Peach Trees, and especially with the Commercial planters. Trees that are grown in a locality free as far as possible from diseases.

We set about to find such a favorable locality, removed as far as possible from large orchard districts, in a climate especially adapted to growing the young tree. We think we have found this locality, here in Middle Tennessee. We are located in Franklin County, eighty miles southeast of Nashville, forty miles north of Huntsville, Ala., and seventy miles northwest of Chattanooga, on the N., C. & St. L. Ry., surrounded by the Cumberlain Mountain range, giving us a fine air drainage, as well as soil drainage, both of which are very essential to the propagation of nursery stock.

The Natural Wild Mountain seedling peach pits of Tennessee have long been considered the best that can be had for stocks to bud our commercial varieties on, and our peach pits are sought after by the leading nurserymen throughout the country, for planting and growing their stocks from. We beg to call your special attention to this little descriptive peach catalogue and urge you to preserve same for future reference.

Soliciting your business, we beg to remain, yours very respectfully,

J. C. HALE.
PEACH TREES

ONE YEAR BUDS ON NATIVE SEEDLING STOCK.

We always carry a large stock of one-year peach, to meet the demands of the Retail Nursery trade. Nurserymen traveling agents will do well to call on us, if in need of heavy, well graded, thrifty peach trees.

JUNE BUDDED PEACH TREES.

I am the pioneer June Bud man, being amongst the very first to propagate the peach by June Budding.

The demand for June Buds by the large Commercial Planters, and especially of the South, has led us to engage actively in this line. Only June Budding in large quantities, a few of the leading commercial varieties, such as Mayflower, Red Bird Cling, Greensboro, Arp. Beauty, Slappy, Ea. Bell or Hiley, Carman, Bell of aG. Elberta, Salway and Motlow.

We also grow in June Bud a general line of varieties, but go heavy on the leaders.

A letter with a 2c. stamp on it will catch us and save you money.
PEACHES

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF VARIETIES

ADMIREL. Admiral Dewey. Large, roundish color yellow, with red and crimson cheek. Flesh yellow to the pit, quality very good; pit free. Regarded superior to the Triumph as to shipping variety in Maryland. Season of Triumph in Ga. Not very good in the South.

ALBRIGHT. Albright’s Winter. Medium to large, roundish, somewhat pointed; color creamy white, sometimes blushed; cavity narrow and deep; suture slight, extending beyond apex. Flesh creamy white, sometimes with slight red at pit, tender, vinous, good; pit free. Grown in the Southeast, but does well further north. Oregon, North Carolina.

ALLEN. Medium to large, roundish ovate; color yellow, with brownish-red cheek and quite heavy pubescence; cavity deep and narrow; suture slight and two-thirds around. Flesh light yellow, juicy, tender, pit free. Season early September. Origin, Missouri.

ALEXANDER. Medium in size; skin light-colored with shading and mottling of red. Flesh white, meaty, juicy, sweet; pit nearly free. Season in South about middle of June. Grown for early market. Origin Ill.

AMELIA. Large, roundish, narrowing to apex; color creamy white with red cheek; suture extends beyond apex. Flesh creamy white with bright red at pit, mild, tender, pleasant-flavored; pit free. A Carolina variety doing well in Michigan and the Southeast. Free Stone, season last of July.

ARKANSAS (Arkansas Traveler). Medium, roundish, color creamy white, nearly covered with red of varied shades. Flesh
juicy, sweet; pit nearly free. Commercial on account of its earliness and its superiority to the Amsden. Origin Arkansas.

**ARP BEAUTY.** Yellow, blushed and mottled bright crimson, very attractive; firm, juicy, excellent flavor—an extra good shipper. Tree a strong grower, prolific and hardy, reaching its perfection in Washington, Oregon and the South, especially in Ga. and Ala. Origin Texas. Ripens in Ga, about three weeks ahead of Elberta.

**BARNARDS (Barnards Early).** Medium to large, roundish; color yellowish white, with purplish-red cheek. Flesh yellow, with red at pit, rich, juicy, very good. A seedling of Yellow Alberge, which it much excels in tree, bearing and fruit as grown South.

**BEERS SMOCK.** Medium to large, round; color creamy white with dark-red blush; cavity quite deep; suture distinct. Flesh quite juicy, yellow, with red at pit, rich; quality good; pit free. Commercial. Origin N. J.

**BILYEU (Bilyeu’s Late).** Large, roundish; color greenish white with red cheek. Flesh white, firm, sweet, good; pit free. A very valuable shipping and canning variety on the West Coast and in the States where the season permits its ripening. Origin Maryland.

**BIDWELL EARLY.** Medium, oval; color yellowish white, washed with carmine. Flesh greenish white; quality good, pit not free and very small. Said to have come from a pit of the Chines pen-to. Origin Florida.

**BLOOD CLING.** Large to very large, roundish oval; color dark dull, cloud red; suture distinct. Flesh deep red, firm, juicy, but flavor very poor. Use, kitchen, and as a curiosity in market on account of its blood-red flesh.
BOKARA NO. 3. Large, color yellow with red cheek, flesh yellow, firm set melting, rich; pit free. Grown by the writer from pits received from Bokara in North Central Asia. Popular in Georgia, and the hardiest variety in Iowa.

BOKARA NO. 1. Medium to large, oval; color creamy yellow, splashed with red. Flesh yellow with red at the pit, subacid, melting, very good, pit free. Glands many, reniform. A very hardy tree with same history as No. 3.

BONANZA. Medium to large, roundish ovate color yellow with red cheek; cavity broad and deep; suture slight, extending beyond apex. Flesh yellow with red at pit, vinous, pleasant; pit free. This meets a shipping want, as it is fifteen days later than Salway in Ga., and a fine freestone.

BELL OF GEORGIA. Very large, skin white with red cheek; flesh white, firm, and of excellent flavor; the fruit uniformly large and showy; tree a rapid grower and very prolific. A seedling of Chines Cling, originated by Lewis Rumph, Marshallville, Ga. Just a red and white Elberta. Free, season just ahead of Elberta.

BRIGG'S RED MAY. Medium to large, round, color white with red cheek. Flesh greenish white, melting, juicy, rich, very good. Pit partly free. Season early. A California variety now grown quite extensively in the South.

BUTLAR'S LATE. Large to very large; color greenish white with red cheek. Flesh white, firm, very good; pit free. Season comes in after Smock and meets a shipping want in the Southwest. Origin Virginia.

CARMAN. Large, broadly oval, pointed, color white dotted, splashed, and flushed with shades of red. Flesh creamy white tinged with red, vinous, sprightly, good. Claimed to have the same origin as Elberta.
and is largely grown in the South for commercial purposes. Nearly free.

CHAIRS (Chair’s Choice). Large, oval to roundish, tapering to apex; color pale yellow with some blush, and is quite pubecent; suture extends beyond apex; cavity narrow and deep. Flesh yellow, quite acid, red at pit. Season early October in Maryland. A great commercial variety.

CHAMPION. Large, round, nearly regular; color white mottled with red on sunny side; suture extends two-thirds around. Flesh whitish with red at the pit; pit free. Quality nearly best. Origin Ill.

CHILI (Hill’s Chili). Medium in size, roundish oval, compressed; color yellow marbled with red on sunny side, suture distinct, with side elevated. Flesh yellow with red at pit, mild, almost sweet, not very juicy, good; pit free. Mainly grown for market. Origin New York.

CHINES CLING. Large, roundish, somewhat elongated; color pale yellow; suture half round. Flesh white with red at pit, tender, vinous, with trace of peach-bitter. Origin Delaware.

COBLER (Yellow Cobler). Large, yellow, much resembling Salway, but considerably later in season. Flesh is nearly best in quality and recommended for all uses, including drying, canning and marketing; pit free. A leading variety in Texas and grown as far North as Ohio. Origin Texas.

CONNETS (Connett’s Early). Large, roundish oval, compressed, color creamy white mottled and traced with red, cavity deep, adrupt, narrow; suture extends beyond the apex. Flesh yellowish white without red, tender, lucious, quality good to very good; pit not free. A seedling of Chines Cling. Origin North Carolina.

CROSBY. Medium to large, roundish; color yellow with mottling of red, red
cheek, and some bloom; cavity narrow and deep; suture two-thirds around the fruit. Flesh yellow, juicy, quite firm; quality very good; pit free. Season, middle of September. Origin Massachusetts.

CRAWFORDS EARLY. Large, roundish, somewhat elongated; color bright yellow with red cheek and some bloom; in many cases the yellow surface is sprinkled with red specks and the line of suture is compressed; suture extends two-thirds around; cavity broad but shallow. Flesh yellow, juicy, sweet, and colored at pit; quality very good; pit free. Widely grown on lands not specially subject to spring frosts. Origin New Jersey.

CRAWFORD'S LATE. Medium to large, roundish oval; color yellow with red cheek. Flesh yellow with red at the pit, melting, vinous, very good, pit free. Grown across the continent. Origin New Jersey.

CHINES FREE. Large, oblong, skin white, with red cheek; flesh red, firm and well flavored; free from rot, which makes it very desirable market variety; ripens July 5th to 15th.

CAPT. EDES. Resembles Elberta in color and flavor, but tree is hardier, a strong grower and productive. Quality good. Bears when Elberta fails, but the wonderful popularity of Elberta has kept it in the background. When better known it will be wanted by commercial planters. Season just a little earlier than Elberta. Origin Ill.

EARLY BELL (Hiley). Large, roundish; color creamy white, with red and crimson cheek. Flesh creamy white, firm, juicy; pit free. A seedling of Bell of Georgia, which ripens about its fruit one month earlier than its parent. Origin Georgia.

ELBERTA. A Georgia cross between Crawfords and Chines Cling, very large, well colored; all things considered, the
finest yellow freestone in cultivation. Tree a strong, vigorous grower, and thrives well all over the peach growing belts of the world. One of the most successful shipping varieties, Ripens in Middle Georgia, where it originated, July the 15th to 20th.

EMMA. Large to very large, roundish conic; color golden yellow with red cheek. Flesh fine-grained, firm, juicy, richly flavored, very good; pit free. Commercial in the South and Southwest. Better quality than Elberta, as grown in Georgia. Origin Georgia.

EUREKA. A large, beautiful, very delicious peach of good flavor. Almost as firm as Heath’s Cling; surpasses in value all peaches of its season. Decidedly superior to Greensboro. This season in this locality most peaches were a failure, but Eureka gave a splendid crop of gloriously beautiful fruit, Clingstone.

EARLY RIVERS. An old well-known variety, large, light straw color, with delicate pink cheek; flesh juicy and melting, with very rich flavor. Season first of July. Free.

FAMILY FAVORITE. Large, roundish, inclined to oblong; color golden yellow, with waxen complexion and blush cheek; suture shallow. Flesh yellow, with red streaks near the pit, firm, juicy, with high aromatic flavor. Cling. A seedling of Chines Cling of far better color than the parent. Commercial in the Southwest. Origin Texas.

FITZGERALD. Large, oval, color yellow, shaded with crimson and red. Flesh yellow, with red at the pit; firm, yet juicy, and good; pit small and free; quality very good. Rapidly coming into favor. Origin Canada.

FOSTER. Large, roundish; color bright yellow shaded with dark red; suture slight
in compression, extending two-thirds around. Flesh bright yellow, slightly red at pit, juicy, vinous; tender, much like Early Crawford, but better in quality; pit free. Grown in Ohio and eastward. Origin Massachusetts.

GREENSBORO. Medium to large, round; color yellow with red and crimson cheek. Flesh white, very juicy, good. A North Carolina variety larger than Alexander and earlier in season. Cling.

GLOBE. Very large, roundish ovate; color yellow with light-red cheek and some bloom; cavity broad and deep; suture two-thirds around. Flesh yellow, mild, vinous, tender; pit free; quality very good. A standard market variety. Origin Pennsylvania.

GOV. HOGG. Large, white, with beautiful cheek; flesh tender, juicy and highly flavored; first class in quality. Larger than Carman, and ripens about the same time, coming in about 15 days ahead of Elberta. Free. Origin Texas.

HEATH'S CLING. Very large, oblong, narrowed at both ends with decided points at the top; color yellowish white with red cheek in interior climates; suture distinct, extending to apex. Flesh greenish white, tender, melting; quality nearly best. Pit not free. Origin Maryland.

HENRIETTA Levy Late. Very large, roundish, somewhat depressed; color bright yellow, with crimson cheek; cavity medium, deep. Flesh yellow, quite firm, sweet, vinous, very good; pit not free. An old variety, popular in Southwestern States. Origin District of Columbia.

J. H. HALE. A new peach originated by the famous peach king, J. H. Hale, of Fort Valley, Ga. This great peach is destined to become one of the leading commercial varieties. It is a large Yellow Free-
berta, better in quality, as large as Elberta, round and highly colored all over with deep red.

**INGOLD (Lady Ingold).** Medium to large, roundish, color creamy yellow, quite well covered with bright red. Flesh yellow, quite firm, vinous, pit free. Quality very good. Leading shipping variety of Tenn. and Georgia. Origin Tenn.

**KALAMAZOO.** Medium to large, oval; color yellow washed and striped with red, and thin bloom; suture usually depressed and extending beyond apex. Flesh yellow with red at pit, vinous, quite rich; quality good; pit free. Highly valued in Michigan and New York. Origin Michigan.

**KRUMMEL OCTOBER.** A magnificent peach—the most profitable and best late Yellow Freestone, which ripens about two weeks after Salway, or four weeks after Elberta. Large, almost round, deep yellow, with a dark carmine blush, very firm, fine texture. Tree a very strong grower, vigorous and healthy. Fruit hangs very late—for weeks—without decaying.

**LEE (General Lee).** Large, roundish oblong; color creamy white, with crimson and red streaks and splashes. Flesh whitish, melting, juicy, rich; pit not free. This is an improved Chines Cling, rapidly taking the place of that old variety in the South.

**LEMON CLING.** Large, oblong, narrowed at the top with projecting enlarged point like a lemon; color yellow, with brownish red cheek. Flesh yellow, with red at the pit, vinous, subacid, very good; pit not free. Origin South Carolina.

**LEMON FREE.** Large, roundish ovate, often with pointed apex; color light yellow, with greenish white tinge and thick bloom; cavity quite deep; suture not distinct, but flesh at one side elevated. Flesh yellow, tender, somewhat dry, good; pit free. Grown mainly for canning. Origin Ohio.
LOVELL. Medium, roundish, compressed; color bright yellow, with marbled blush and thin bloom; cavity narrow and deep; suture extends to apex. Flesh yellow, tender, vinous, very good; pit free. Mostly grown on West Coast, but does well in Michigan. Origin California.

LOVETT (Lovett's White). Large to very large, roundish; color creamy white, with considerable bloom; cavity narrow but shallow; suture extends beyond apex. Flesh creamy white to the pit, tender, and quite rich; pit free. A popular white variety east of the lakes and South.

LATE RARERIPE. Large, pale greenish yellow, marbled and covered with redish spots; cheeks dull, deep red, mottled with fawn-colored specks; flesh white, but red at the stone; very juicy, melting, and of rich high flavor; very productive. Season early in September.

MAMIE Ross. Medium to large, roundish oval; white, with rich blushed cheek. Flesh yellowish white, rich, high flavored; pit nearly free; of Chines type, large and better than early Rivers, ripening at same time. Origin Texas.

MATTHEWS BEAUTY. Large, roundish; color golden yellow, with red streaks and crimson cheek. Flesh yellow, firm, juicy, pit free. Season three weeks later than Elberta in Ga. Said to be a cross between Elberta and Smock. Becoming commercial in Maryland and Ga. Origin Georgia.

MAYFLOWER. A gloriously beautiful "red all over" peach, so handsome and of such splendid quality that it tops all markets. Every commercial orchardist should plant them—they should be in every home garden everywhere. Extremely early, tree hardy and healthy. Since the acquisition of Mayflower with its remarkable record made
in the great orchards of the veteran peach grower, J. Van Lindley of North Carolina, (the introducer of Greensboro), we have discarded such sorts as Victor, Sneed, and others of that class.

MOTLOW (J. C. Hale). This is a new peach introduced by the writer. Large, yellow, freestone, equally as large as Elberta, ripens about ten to fifteen days later. Fine quality, tree a very vigorous grower and prolific bearer. Old original tree still standing in the Widow Motlow's back yard in Winchester, twenty-five years old, and at least twenty-five feet tall. Great to follow Elberta. Commercial.

MAMMOTH CLING. Resembling Heath's Cling, but double its size. Originated in Southern Missouri. Season September. Quality good to best.

MOUNTAIN ROSE. Large, red; flesh white, rich, juicy, excellent; one of the best early peaches, ripening with Troth's Early, and a much larger and finer variety; should be in every collection. July Free.

MUIR. Large, roundish, oval, somewhat compressed; color yellow, white redish cheek and splashes of red and crimson; cavity broad and quite deep; suture extends to apex. Flesh yellow, tender, sprightly; pit free. A cosmopolitan variety, doing well over the peach sections of the Union. A good shipper and canner, and particularly adapted to drying. Origin California.

NIAGARA. A variety grown in Western New York, supposed to be a seedling of Early Crawford, which is larger in size; quite as productive and ripens later than its parent; pit free. Fruit large yellow and excellent in quality. Now grown commercially.

NIX LATE. A large, late oblong cling, from Georgia; white, tinged with red flesh, of fair quality, season August 20th.
OLD MIXON CLING. Large, roundish oval; color yellowish white, dotted with red and often with red cheek. Flesh juicy, rich, with best flavor. Widely grown as one of the best of the clingstone varieties.

OLD MIXON FREE. Medium to large, roundish, somewhat oval, with one side largest; color creamy white, marbled with red and with bright red cheek. Cavity narrow; suture slight. Flesh creamy white with red at pit, tender, vinous, very good; pit free. An old variety, yet starred in several States.

PENTO. (Chines Flat.) Small, flat, deeply indented to the stone at each end; color greenish white, mottled with red. Flesh juicy, rather rich, very good. Clingstone. Quite popular in the extreme South for home use and near markets. Origin China.

PICQUETT'S LATE. Large, round, color yellow with red cheek; cavity narrow and deep; suture slightly elevated at apex. Flesh yellow, with red at pit, firm, sprightly, good to very good, pit free. Widely grown in the South, and a favorite in California. Origin Georgia.

REEVE'S FAVORITE. Medium to large, roundish, and inclined to ovate; color yellow, with dark red cheek and thin bloom; cavity deep and broad; suture not distinct. Flesh yellow, with red at pit, mild, vinous, good. Grown in the South and Eastern States. Origin New Jersey.

RED CHEEK MELOCOTO. Medium to large, roundish, oval, with raised point at apex; color yellow, with bright red cheek and thin bloom; cavity narrow and suture slight, with swelling on one side. Flesh yellow, with red at pit, tender, vinous, good; pit free. An old variety yet starred in several States and it has given several fine seedings.

RED BIRD CLING (Early Wheler). Earliness, high color, and good quality.
makes it very valuable. Very large for an early peach, averaging almost as large as Mamie Ross and Carman. Creamy white overspread with a bright, glowing red; the first extra early good shipping peach on the list. Should be planted largely. Cling.

SALWAY. Large, roundish, somewhat oval, with one side largest; color yellow, with red cheek and bloom, suture slight, extending beyond apex. Flesh yellow, with red at pit, juicy, tender, vinous, good; pit free. An old English variety, commercially planted in many states for late marketing.

ST. JOHN (Yellow St. John). Large, round; color yellow, with red cheek. Flesh juicy, sweet, high-flavored; pit free. Season very early.

SLAPPY. Medium, roundish; color bright golden yellow, with red and crimson shades. Flesh yellow, sweet, almost luscious; pit free. The earliest handsome and good peach shipped north from Alabama and Georgia. Origin Georgia.

SMOCK FREE. Large, roundish, inclined to ovate; color yellow, with some blush on cheek and heavy bloom; cavity narrow and deep; suture obscure except near apex, which is slightly extended. Flesh yellow, with red at pit, quite tender, and sprightly; quality good; pit free. Commercial. Origin New Jersey.

SNEED. Medium, roundish oval, compressed; color creamy white, splashed and mottled with bright red, with some bloom; cavity narrow and deep. Suture extends beyond the apex. Flesh yellowish white, tender, vinous, good; pit nearly free. Free from rot and ripens very early. Origin Tenn.

STEVENS (Stevens’ Rareripe). Medium to large, roundish ovate; color creamy white, with dark red cheek and some bloom; cavity narrow and quite deep; suture slight and extending beyond apex. Flesh yellowish
white, with some red at pit; tender, sprightly, good; pit free. A popular late variety. Origin New Jersey.

THURBER. Large, roundish oblate; color creamy white, marbled and splashed with crimson. Flesh juicy, melting, rich; pit free. Commercial South, where it ripens in July and is very productive; specially valuable in the dry southwest States.

TILLITSON. Medium, roundish, color creamy white, with reddish dots and bright red and crimson in the sun. Flesh creamy white, with red at the pit, juicy, rich, high-flavored; pit free. Commercial in the South. Origin New York.

TRIUMPH. Medium to large, globular, flattened; color greenish yellow, with mixed red and broken stripes of purplish red, pink dots, and velvety surface; cavity wide, abrupt and deep; suture shallow except near cavity, and extends to pointed apex. Flesh yellow, with red stains, juicy, mild, luscious, very good; pit nearly free. Season very early. Origin Georgia.

TUSKEN CLING. Very large, roundish or roundish oval; color yellow with dark red cheek and bloom; cavity narrow and deep; suture extends past the apex. Flesh yellow, with red at pit, juicy, vinous, rich, very good. Pit not free. Mainly grown in Utah and on the west coast, but it thrives well in the South.

UNEEDA. Clear white, beautifully blushed, very handsome, attractive and high in quality. Hardy in tree and bud and a vigorous grower. One of the best clings of its season—as beautiful as a perfect Heath's Cling and surprisingly early for such a large and handsome peach. Growing in demand with commercial planters in the South. Origin Georgia.

VICTOR. Medium, roundish. Flesh pleasant, subacid; pit not free. A seedling of Chines Cling crossed with Spanish Blood,
of value on account of its extreme earliness, often maturing its fruit in the South by the middle of May.

WADDELL. Medium to large, oblong; color creamy white, with bright red cheek. Flesh firm, white, rich and sweet; pit free. An admirable shipper of good quality. Planted largely in Georgia by Mr. Hale and others. Season follows Greensboro and Sneed.

WAGER. Medium, oblong oval; one side often largest; color golden yellow, quite downy, cavity rather narrow; suture extends to apex. Flesh bright yellow, firm, quite juicy, sweet, slightly vinous, but not rich. A hardy variety, mainly grown for drying and canning. Origin New York.

WHEATLAND. Large to very large, roundish; color golden yellow, shaded on cheek with dark red and crimson; suture distinct to the apex. Flesh yellow, with red at pit, quite tender, and high flavored; pit free. Wildly grown and commercial in Colorado and Utah.

WONDERFUL. Large, roundish oval; color yellow with carmine blush of cheek and some bloom; cavity narrow and deep; suture extends beyond apex. Fresh yellow, with red at pit, quite tender, and high flavored; pit free. New, but growing in popularity at the Southwest for late shipment and home use.

WORRELL (Sallie Worrell.) Very large, color creamy white, shaded and splashed with pale to deep red. Flesh firm, juicy, delicious, pit free. A promising new variety. Origin North Carolina.

YELLOW TUSCANY. A very large yellow cling variety, largely planted in South California, and is now considered the best yellow cling yet tested for canning. It ripens with Lemon Cling. So far as tested, it is free from leaf curl in California, Arizona, and Southwest Texas.
PACKING AND PACKING CASES

We begin packing October 1st and continue to March 1st. Our packing is superintended by an experienced member of the Company. We spare no pains in packing so as to insure absolute safety in transportation. Usual charges for packing.

SHIPPING

State how you wish goods shipped, whether by freight or express, also route. Where no directions have been given we use our own judgment, always looking to the interest of our customer, without assuming responsibility.

GRADING

We grade carefully, by height. For instance, in a grade from four to five feet, four foot trees are included, but five foot go into the next grade. If plump five foot trees are wanted, the order must be for five to six feet. When possible we prefer to send samples to prospective customers.

CLAIMS

All claims must be made immediately on receipt of goods, or they will not be allowed.

NATURAL TENNESSEE PEACH PITS

We make it a business to collect Wild Tennessee Peach Pits, and usually have a large surplus to offer the trade.

Parties in need of Peach Pits will do well to correspond with us.

Prices on application.

J. C. HALE, Proprietor.

J. C. HALE NURSERY CO. Winchester, Tenn.
Can you buy again this year? Yes, I know I can. Now then if you can, you will buy all the trees you can from me, and if you can grow more fruit than you can eat, you can can it, can’t you?

J. C. Hale Nursery Company

WINCHESTER,          TENNESSEE